Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The spatial arrangement of the dendrites of a neuron is an important feature of its specific ability to process incoming information, ultimately leading to an output of that neuron. For example, large pyramidal neurons in the cerebral cortex have a very specific and highly ordered three-dimensional (3D) morphology of their dendrites and intracortical axons that is related to both the horizontal cortical lamination and the vertical columnar organization and, in this way, with specific cortical input--output features (Ramón y Cajal [@CR48]; Gray [@CR21]; Feldman [@CR15]; DeFelipe et al. [@CR12]). The striatum, the main input nucleus of the basal ganglia, lacks an apparent cytoarchitectonic feature like the cortical lamination and has a rather homogeneous cytoarchitectonic structure. Moreover, at first sight, the dendrites of its principal projection neurons, i.e., the medium-sized spiny projection neurons (MSN) appear to have a much less clearly ordered geometry than the cortical pyramidal neurons. However, Walker et al. ([@CR60]) described a preferred orientation of the dendritic arbors of MSN in the primate striatum along a rostral--dorsal--medial to caudal--ventral--lateral axis. These authors suggested that this orientation tends to parallel the preferred orientation of the striatal compartments, i.e., the striosomes, in the primate striatum. Thus, the geometry of striatal MSN might, at least to some extent, be related to the striatal compartmental structure.

The ventral striatum is known to differ in its compartmental organization from the dorsal striatum. On the basis of the patterns of neurohistochemical staining, the nucleus accumbens (Acb), which is the major component of the ventral striatum, can be divided into a peripheral 'shell' and a central 'core' subregion. Within these subregions different smaller compartments exist (Zaborszky et al. [@CR64]; Voorn et al. [@CR58]; Zahm and Brog [@CR66]; Jongen-Rêlo et al. [@CR29], [@CR30]). In view of the differences in compartmental structure between the dorsal and ventral striatum, a question is whether the dendrites of ventral striatal MSN have preferred orientations and whether the geometry of the dendrites of these neurons is in any way related to the orientation of the shell-core border or compartmental structure of the ventral striatum.

The MSN, in addition to innervating structures extrinsic to the striatum, have a local axon collateral network that arborizes within the striatum. Most recently, these local axon collaterals have been demonstrated to play an important role in GABA-mediated synaptic transmission between striatal spiny projection neurons (Tunstall et al. [@CR54]; Czubayko and Plenz [@CR11]; Taverna et al. [@CR51]; Venance et al. [@CR57]). These findings prompted us to analyze and describe the spatial organization of the recurrent axon collateral network of MSN. Kawaguchi et al. ([@CR33]) described two types of MSN in the rat dorsal striatum, one with local axon collaterals restricted to the dendritic field of the parent cell, and one with more widespread axon collaterals. The first type might be important for interactions between neurons within a particular functional striatal 'territory'. The second type might provide a possibility for more distant interactions, i.e., between functionally different 'territories'. The patterns of distribution of recurrent axon collaterals of MSN in relation to the parent cell body and the geometry of its dendritic arborizations, therefore, are two basic aspects of functional architecture of the striatum. Until now, very little is known about such intrinsic relationships within the ventral striatum.

In the present study, we examined the 3D organization of the dendrites and local axon collaterals of MSN in the rat Acb shell and core subregions, by using single-cell juxtacellular filling with neurobiotin (Pinault [@CR45]) as well as anterograde neuroanatomical tracing with biotinylated dextran amine (Veenman et al. [@CR56]). The geometrical aspects of the dendrites and recurrent axon collaterals of the injected neurons were studied in relation to the shell-core boundary and immunohistochemically defined compartments.

Experimental procedures[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} {#Sec2}
===============================================

Single-cell juxtacellular injections {#Sec3}
------------------------------------

### Animals {#Sec4}

Juxtacellular injection experiments were performed on 15 adult male Sprague Dawley (IFFA CREDO, Les Oncins, France) weighing 250--380 g. Surgical procedures were applied in strict accordance with the European Communities Council Directive 86/609/EEC (1986). The number of animals and their suffering was kept as low as possible.

### Animal preparation {#Sec5}

Animals were anesthetized by an injection of pentobarbital (1 ml/kg, i.p.; Sanofi, Libourne, France) and fixed in a conventional stereotaxic frame. Anesthesia was maintained throughout the experiment by ketamine (0.5 ml/kg, i.m.; Imalgène 500, Rhone-Mérieux, France). In addition, incision and pressure points were infused with lidocaine. Throughout the experiment, heart beat and pedal withdrawal reflexes were monitored to assess the depth of anesthesia, and the body temperature was maintained between 37 and 38°C by the use of a homeothermic mat. Subsequently, the brain was exposed through small burr holes in the skull.

### Electrophysiological characterization of Acb neurons {#Sec6}

To label Acb neurons, electrophysiological responses of Acb cells evoked by electrical stimulation of either the ventral hippocampus (in particular the CA1 region) or the medial prefrontal cortex (PFC) were used as a guide for stereotaxic placement of recordings within the Acb shell or core, respectively. Stimulations (200 μs duration, 20--100 μA intensity) were applied at a depth of 7 mm from the cortical surface for CA1 (ipsilaterally to the recorded Acb) and 3 mm for the medial PFC (ipsilaterally or contralaterally to the recorded Acb). Stereotaxic coordinates of recording and stimulating sites were determined using the atlas of Paxinos and Watson ([@CR42]).

Extracellular single unit recordings were made in the Acb using glass pipettes (15--20 MΩ) containing 1.5% neurobiotin (Nb; Vector, Burlingame, CA, USA) in 0.5 M NaCl. The hippocampus and PFC were stimulated using a coaxial stainless steel electrode (diameter 400 μm; tip-barrel distance 300 μm). Action potentials of single neurons were recorded using the active bridge mode of an Axoclamp 2 B amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA, USA), amplified (1,000×), filtered (0.3--3 kHz) with an AC/DC amplifier (DAM 50, World Precision Instruments, Hertfordshire, UK), and viewed on a memory oscilloscope (Tektronix, Courtaboeuf, France). Medium-sized spiny neurons of the Acb were clearly distinguished from fast-spiking interneurons by their basic electrophysiological properties, i.e., a low rate of spontaneous firing, spike duration and a single spike discharge in response to stimulation of cortical inputs (Wilson [@CR61]; Mahon et al. [@CR35]; Slaght et al. [@CR49]; Mallet et al. [@CR36]). During these experiments, the electrical activity of Acb cells was examined on-line and stored with a Digital Tape Recorder (DTR-1404, Biologic, Claix, France).

### Labeling of the Acb neurons {#Sec7}

Recorded neurons were labeled using juxtacellular injection of neurobiotin (Nb) (Pinault [@CR45]). Briefly, positive current pulses (1--8 nA, 200 ms duration) were applied at a frequency of 2.5 Hz through the bridge circuit of the amplifier. The current was slowly increased, and the electrode was advanced by steps of 1 μm (LSS-1000 Inchworm Motor Positioning System, Burleigh Instruments, Fishers, NY, USA) until the cell discharge was driven by the injected current. Current pulses were applied for a 10--30 min period to obtain a reliable labeling of neuronal processes.

Two to five hours after the last injection, the animal received a lethal dose of pentobarbital (3 ml/kg, i.p.; Sanofi, Libourne, France) and Heparin (1 ml/kg, i.p.; Choay, Paris, France) before being perfused transcardially with 200 ml of 10% Ringer solution followed by 500 ml of 0.2% glutaraldehyde (Prolabo, Fontenay s/bois, France) and 4% paraformaldehyde (CARLO ERBA, Val de Reuil, France) in 0.1 M NaH~2~PO~4~H~2~O/Na~2~HPO~4~ (phosphate buffer, pH 7.4). In all experiments, brains were post-fixed overnight at 4°C in the same fixative solution with or without glutaraldehyde and then immersed in 30% sucrose at 4°C until sectioned. Fifty-micrometer-thick sections were cut in the horizontal plane on a sliding freezing microtome. Sections were collected sequentially in 12 receptacles containing phosphate buffer for direct processing.

### Visualization of the Acb neurons {#Sec8}

In order to visualize the relationships of labeled dendrites and axon collaterals with the compartmental structure of the Acb (i.e., the shell and core subregions, including their smaller compartments) sections were double-stained for Nb and CaB. In the procedures described below, all intermediate steps between different incubations included three rinses of the specifically indicated buffers for 10 min each. First, the sections were rinsed in phosphate buffer supplemented with 0.15 M NaCl (phosphate buffered saline \[PBS\], pH 7.4), and subsequently incubated in ABC-kit (\[1:1\] mixture of reagents A and B; Vector, Burlingame, CA, USA) in PBS and 0.5% Triton X-100 (PBS-Tx; Merck) overnight at 4°C. Thereafter, a rinse with phosphate buffer was followed by staining with Cobalt enhanced DAB-Ni substrate: 0.025 g DAB, 1 ml 1% nickel-ammonium sulfate, 1.25 ml 1% Cobalt chloride, 20 μl of 30% H~2~O~2~ in 50 ml PB, for 10--30 min at rt. The progress of staining was frequently monitored with the aid of a light microscope. As soon as nonspecific background staining became visible, the reaction was terminated by several rinses in phosphate buffer, followed by rinsing with TBS-Tx and incubation in mouse anti-CaB (Sigma; 1:2,000) overnight at 4°C. After TBS-Tx rinse, the sections were incubated with goat anti-mouse serum (1:50; Dako, Denmark) for 60 min at rt. Following rinsing with TBS-Tx, the sections were incubated with mPAP (1:100; Dako, Denmark) for 60 min at rt. Next, a Tris--HCl (pH 7.6) rinse was followed by staining with DAB (1 ml DAB \[5 mg/10 ml\], 9 ml Tris--HCl, pH 7.6 and 3.3 μl 30% H~2~O~2~) for 15 min at rt. After final rinses with Tris--HCl (pH 7.6), the sections were mounted on glass slides from a Tris--HCl (pH 7.6) solution, containing 0.2% gelatin, and air-dried. The mounted sections were dehydrated and coverslipped as described above.

### Anatomical analysis {#Sec9}

#### Neuronal reconstruction {#Sec10}

Labeled neurons, the boundaries of the Acb shell and core, and in a number of cases a patch compartment were traced and reconstructed from adjacent serial sections. Two-dimensional (2D) reconstructions were made from drawings performed under 10--40× objectives using a drawing tube attached to a light microscope. In total 35 neurons were reconstructed in 2D. The dendrites of each neuron could be traced from the cell body through adjacent sections. After all the dendritic segments had been drawn, each drawing was adjusted in such a way that it was aligned correctly with its neighbors, and the cut ends of the dendrites drawn were connected to make the reconstruction complete. Similar procedures were used to reconstruct the entire axonal field. A 3D computerized image-analysis system (Neurolucida, MicroBrightField, Inc.) was used to reconstruct the axonal and/or dendritic trajectory of a selection of neurons (11 out of 35 labeled neurons) that correspond to the different geometries found within the Acb shell and core subregions. To achieve these 3D reconstructions, cell bodies, axonal and/or dendritic arborizations, boundaries of the Acb shell/core and, in relevant cases, a patch compartment were precisely drawn under 25--63× oil immersion objectives. Furthermore, 3D models of these neurons were visualized using the Lightwave software (Newtek Inc., San Antonio, TX, USA). For this purpose a Perl script was developed. This script reads a Neurolucida data file and converts it into a Lightwave script, in which the *X*, *Y*, and *Z* polygon coordinates corresponding to each structure (i.e., cell body, dendrites, axons, Acb shell/core and patch compartment boundaries) are described as 3D objects. The shrinkage that occurs in the *z*-axis of the brain sections during dehydration was corrected with the software. Models were then processed for solid surface rendering using the Lightwave software. The 3D-reconstructed models could be rotated. In addition, light sources and camera could be adjusted to enhance the 3D appearance of the reconstructed neurons when represented in 2D pictures.

#### Polar histograms {#Sec11}

The orientation of the dendritic trees of the reconstructed neurons were analyzed by generating polar histograms of their somatodendritic morphology by calculating the maximum length of dendrite and axon in each 15°-wide sectors around the cell body in each plane of the section from Neurolucida data files in Neuroexplorer (MicroBrightField, Inc.).

#### Geometrical parameters of labeled neurons in the Acb {#Sec12}

The orientation of the dendritic field of each labeled neuron (*n* = 35) was determined using the 2D reconstructions. First, the dimension of the dendritic arborization along the dorsoventral axis was measured on the basis of the number of horizontal sections in which dendrites of the filled neuron were present multiplied by the thickness of the sections, taking into account the shrinkage factor. Second, the mediolateral and rostrocaudal extensions of the dendritic field were determined in the horizontal reconstructions by measuring the distance between the tips of the farthest medially and laterally or rostrally and caudally extending dendrites (black; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). A similar procedure was followed to measure the distribution of axon collaterals of the labeled neurons (gray; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). Third, we analyzed the maximum length of dendrites around the cell body in each plane of the section to determine any orientation (or polarization) of the dendritic field. Fig. 1Horizontal sections of the nucleus accumbens (Acb) illustrating the axes of reference used to measure the extent of the dendritic and axonal arborizations. **a** The mediolateral (*x*) and rostrocaudal (*y*) extent of the dendritic field was measured, relative to the M-L and R-C axis. The M-L axis passes along the most rostral extension of the major island of Calleja. The R-C axis passes along the medial aspect of the curved anterior limb of the anterior commissure rostrally and its lateral aspect caudally. **b** The mediolateral (*x*) and rostrocaudal (*y*) extent of the axonal field was measured, relative to the M-L and R-C axis

#### Statistical analysis {#Sec13}

The group of neurons (*n* = 19) in which the entire neuron could be visualized, including the cell body, dendritic arborizations and local axon collaterals, was subdivided into three categories related to the degree to which dendritic arborizations and local axonal collaterals overlap with each other. The three categories include: (1) a group of MSN with 'full overlap' of dendrites and local axon collaterals, (2) a group with 'partial overlap', and (3) a group with 'no overlap'. To test whether the extent to which the axonal field expands outside the dendritic field of MSN was significantly different between the Acb shell and the core, we used the two-tailed nonparametric Mann--Whitney test.

Iontophoretic BDA injections {#Sec14}
----------------------------

The above-described juxtacellular injection experiments were supplemented by 'classical' tracer experiments with small injections of the tracer biotinylated dextran amine (BDA), as performed in the context of an earlier published study (Van Dongen et al. [@CR55]). Animal surgery, anterograde tracer injections, perfusion, fixation, storage of the brain, sectioning of the brain, anterograde tracer histochemistry and double staining procedure for the tracer and calbindin-D~28 kDa~ were performed as described previously (Van Dongen et al. [@CR55]).

Data analysis {#Sec15}
-------------

Neuronal reconstructions were performed as described earlier. In short, labeled neurons, the boundaries of the Acb shell and core, as well as nearby located patch compartments, were traced and reconstructed from adjacent serial sections. Two-dimensional (2D) reconstructions were made from drawings performed under 10--40× objectives using a drawing tube attached to a light microscope and transferred to CorelDraw 9.0 to construct the final chartings.

Final preparation of all half-tone figures, including contrast enhancement, was done using Adobe Photoshop 5.5.

Results {#Sec16}
=======

Characterization of the subregional and compartmental structure of the Acb {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

To differentiate between the Acb shell and core subregions, as well as between the compartments therein, we employed the immunoreactivity patterns of the calcium-binding protein calbindin-D~28 kDa~ (CaB) as an established maker (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In accordance with numerous previous studies (e.g., Zahm and Brog [@CR66]; Jongen-Rêlo et al. [@CR29], [@CR30]), the Acb core subregion shows strong immunoreactivity for CaB while the Acb shell is only very weakly immunoreactive. Within the Acb core, smaller compartments of light immunoreactivity, i.e., the patches, stand out against the generally strongly stained matrix. Although it has been established that the weaker immunoreactive patches in the rostral and caudal core might have different neurochemical and connectional characteristics (Voorn et al. [@CR58]; Groenewegen et al. [@CR25]), for the purpose of the present study we consider all lightly stained compartments in the Acb core as belonging to the patch compartment. In view of the fact that the injected cells are relatively small and therefore present in only a few (three to six) adjacent sections of the Acb, we decided to stain only for CaB and not for other potential markers of compartments. As a result, it was not possible to differentiate between smaller compartments within the Acb shell subregion. Fig. 2Overview of the location and dendritic orientation of neurobiotin-injected neurons in the nucleus accumbens (Acb) represented in eight equally spaced horizontal sections that are 'counterstained' for the calcium-binding protein calbindin-D~28 kDa~ to reveal the Acb shell and core subregions. The sections are arranged from dorsal (**a**) to ventral (**h**). Borders of Acb shell and core subregions are indicated with *dashed lines*. The transverse and sagittal planes dividing the Acb shell and core subregions into different subareas are also indicated (for a description of the criteria to position these planes, see Van Dongen et al. [@CR55]). Each *dot* represents a single MSN. The *blue dots* indicate MSN with a rostral-medial to caudal-lateral orientation (schematically indicated with the *line through the dot*). The *red dots* represent MSN with a rostral-lateral to caudal-medial orientation (again schematically indicated with the *line through the dot*). The *black dots* encompass MSN that cannot be categorized into either the blue or red group. Abbreviations: *ac* anterior commissure, *Acb* nucleus accumbens, *CB* striatal cell bridges, *ICjM* major island of Calleja, *LS* lateral shell, *LV* lateral ventricle, *OT* olfactory tubercle, *vCPu* ventral caudate-putamen. *Scale bar* in H = 500 μm and applies to all levels

General features of the injected neurons {#Sec18}
----------------------------------------

Thirty-five injected neurons were analyzed, 21 in the Acb shell and 14 in the Acb core (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In slightly more than half of these cases (*n* = 19) the entire neuron could be visualized, including the cell body, dendritic arborizations and local axon collaterals, whereas the remaining neurons (*n* = 16) showed sufficient filling of only the cell bodies and dendrites. All 35 injected neurons were identified as MSN by their morphological features. From the cell bodies of these MSN 3--6 primary dendrites radiated and strongly branched within the Acb. In the shell of the Acb, the dimensions of the dendritic tree of MSN ranged from 62 up to 375 μm rostrocaudally, 150--437 μm mediolaterally, and 150--400 μm dorsoventrally (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In the core, these figures were 100--312 μm in the rostrocaudal dimension, 125--325 μm mediolaterally and 150--350 μm dorsoventrally (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). All axons originated from the cell body forming a main stem from which several thinner collaterals with many varicosities and terminal boutons arose. The dimensions of the extending recurrent axon collaterals of MSN ranged from 275 up to 575 μm rostrocaudally, 200--450 μm mediolaterally, and 200--500 μm dorsoventrally in the Acb shell. For MSN in the core these figures were 225--725 μm in the rostrocaudal direction, 125--675 μm mediolaterally, and 150--400 μm dorsoventrally (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). To analyze a possible difference of the extent to which the axonal field expands outside the dendritic field of MSN between the Acb shell and the core, we used the two-tailed nonparametric Mann--Whitney test, but we found no significant difference. Table 1Distance from the shell-core boundary, extension of the dendritic and axonal fields, extent to which the axonal field expands outside the dendritic field, and orientation of the dendritic field of medium-sized spiny projection neurons in the rat nucleus accumbens shell and coreNeuronDist. from shell-core borderExtension of dendritic field (in μm)Extension of axonal field (in μm)Axonal field expand dendritic field (in μm)Orientation of dendritic fieldD-VR-CM-LD-VR-CM-LD-VR-CM-LRC-MLDV-ML*Shell*10R-II375250275200350525400100250200vDM-VL12R62300200250400350375100150125RM-CLDM-VL5-II12520030035025045032550150--vDM-VL14L-II125200375150200475300--100150vv19L-I12525025025030045045050200150RM-CLDL-VM19L-II125200225275200375325--15050RL-CMDM-VL19L-III187250225150250375425--150275RM-CLDM-VL22503503003504004003755010025RM-CLDM-VL4L-II250250200225250275200--75--vDM-VL7R-II^a^250400325325500575450100250125RM-CLDL-VM5-III500300187187------------RL-CMDL-VM9-III12525062175------------RM-CLv13R125200187187------------RM-CLDM-VL17187200250187------------RL-CMDM-VL5-V62250250125------------vv6250250187187------------RM-CLDM-VL7L-II250250187187------------vv9-IV375200250250------------RL-CMv12L250200187250------------RL-CMVL18500150250437------------RM-CLDM-VL*Core*7R-I18720012527525030022550175100RM-CLv7L-I^a^187150250200550300200550300200vDL14L-I12530027522535022512550----RL-CMDM-VL5-I125150100125150725675150725675RMv 1375250300325250300300------vv9-I6220020027535037530015017525vv10R-I6235025027540042540050175125RL-CMDM-VL5-IV62250312187------------vVL8125150250125------------vDL10L62250250125------------RL-CMDL-VM9-II125250312187------------RM-CLDM-VL4L-III375250250125------------vv13L250200250125------------RL-CMDM-VL^a^*n* = 2*v* = variety of dendritic orientations

Nucleus accumbens core: location and geometrical aspects of injected neurons {#Sec19}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Location {#Sec20}

Fourteen MSN were injected in the core. These MSN were located in the rostromedial part of the nucleus (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Twelve MSN were located in the matrix compartment, while two MSN were located in a patch compartment. Among the MSN located in the matrix, two MSN were lying close to a patch compartment (neurons 4L-III and 8), and four MSN were situated along the shell-core boundary (neurons 9-I, 10R-I, 10L and 5-IV). One neuron was located close to the anterior commissure (neuron 1), while the remaining MSN were distributed across the matrix of the medial core (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

***Geometrical aspects of injected neurons*** The analyses of the 3D aspects of the injected neurons showed that the dimensions of the dendritic arborizations were not equal in all three dimensions. In other words, the geometry of the dendrites of all individual neurons showed a flattened shape and, therefore, showed a preferred orientation (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Considering the orientation in the coronal plane, it appeared that five MSN showed a dendritic orientation in dorsal--medial to ventral--lateral direction, while four MSN showed a preference for the dorsal--lateral to ventral--medial direction. The remaining five MSN showed a variety of dendritic orientations. An example of an MSN located in the matrix compartment with a dorsal--medial to ventral--lateral dendritic orientation is illustrated in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 3Overview of the dendritic orientation of neurobiotin-injected neurons in the Acb represented in a coronal section that is 'counterstained' for the calcium-binding protein calbindin-D~28 kDa~ to reveal the Acb shell and core subregions. The border between the Acb shell and core subregions is indicated with a *dashed line*. The horizontal planes that correspond to eight equally spaced horizontal sections (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) are also indicated. Each *dot* represents a single MSN with a particular dendritic orientation. The *blue dots* stand for MSN with a dorsal-lateral to ventral-medial orientation (schematically indicated with the *line through the dot*). The *red dots* represent MSN with a dorsal-medial to ventral-lateral orientation (again schematically indicated with the *line through the dot*). The *black dots* encompass MSN that cannot be categorized into either the blue or red group. Abbreviations: *ac* anterior commissure, *AcbC* nucleus accumbens core, *AcbSh* nucleus accumbens shell, *LS* lateral shell, *LV* lateral ventricle, *OT* olfactory tubercle, *vCPu* ventral caudate-putamen. *Scale bar* is 500 μmFig. 4Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of a single MSN in the Acb core subregion with a dorsal-medial-rostral to ventral-lateral-caudal dendritic orientation. **a** The neuron (neuron 9-II) is located in the rostromedial part of the core subregion of the Acb and examined from a dorsal view in **a**, **b** and a lateral view in **c**. In *blue* is indicated the contour of the Acb shell. **b** A zoomed view of the 3D-reconstruction of the neuron shown in **a**. **c** The 3D reconstruction shows that the dendritic arbors of the neuron are extended from dorsal-medial-rostral to ventral-lateral-caudal. Abbreviations: *AcbC* nucleus accumbens core, *AcbSh* nucleus accumbens shell. *Scale bar* in **a** = 100 μmThe specific geometry of the dendritic arborizations of MSN appears to be profoundly influenced by the proximity of the shell-core boundary, a patch compartment or the anterior commissure, as illustrated in Figs. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}. An example of an MSN close to the shell-core boundary is illustrated in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The geometry of the dendritic arborizations of this neuron (neuron 5-IV) is strongly asymmetric, such that the dendrites are mainly oriented parallel to and away from the boundary of shell and core, without dendrites crossing this boundary. Such features could also be observed in experiments with small BDA injections that label multiple MSN in a small cluster close to the shell-core boundary (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a, b). Likewise, dendrites of neurons lying close to a patch compartment (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) or to the anterior commissure (not illustrated) appeared to approach, but not cross the boundaries, the main dendritic orientation diverted away from the patch or the fiber bundle. Examples of the influence exerted by the compartmental boundaries on the dendritic arborizations are illustrated with a single BDA-labeled neuron (neuron 03091) and neurons 7L-I and 4L-III (Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). The cell body of neuron 4L-III was situated within one of the curvatures of a patch compartment, and its dendritic field curved nicely along the border of the compartment conforming to the geometry of this compartment resulting in a strongly asymmetric orientation of the dendrites related to the cell body (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 5Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of a single MSN in the Acb core subregion in close vicinity to the shell-core boundary. **a** The neuron (neuron 5-IV) is located in the rostromedial part of the core subregion of the Acb, along the shell-core boundary at a range of approximately 60 μm from the shell-core border. In *blue* is indicated the contour of the Acb shell. **b** Polar histogram of the dendritic orientation (in *gray*). The polar histogram shows that the dendrites extend in rostral-lateral and caudal-lateral direction. **c** A zoomed view of the 3D-reconstruction of the neuron shown in **a**. Note that the dendritic arbors extend parallel to and away from the shell-core boundary. Abbreviations: *AcbC* nucleus accumbens core, *AcbSh* nucleus accumbens shell. *Scale bar* is 100 μmFig. 6Photomicrographs of two BDA injection sites in the Acb shell and core subregions in close vicinity to the shell-core boundary. **a** Low power photomicrograph showing the location of the BDA injection site in the Acb core. Note that the BDA-injected neurons are oriented along the shell-core border in a slightly dorsal-medial to ventral-lateral direction. **b** High power photomicrograph illustrating the high density of dendritic spines. Note that the BDA-injected neurons respect the shell-core border. **c** Low power photomicrograph showing the location of the BDA injection site in the Acb shell. **d** High power photomicrograph illustrating the high density of dendritic spines. Abbreviations: *ac* anterior commissure, *AcbC* nucleus accumbens core, *AcbSh* nucleus accumbens shell, *LS* lateral shell. *Scale bar* in **c** = 250 μm and applies also to **a**, *scale bar* in **d** = 30 μm and applies also to **b**Fig. 7Photomicrographs and two-dimensional (2D) reconstruction of both the dendrites and axons of a single BDA-labeled MSN (neuron 03091) in the matrix of the rostromedial part of the core subregion of the Acb in close vicinity to a patch compartment. **a** Low power photomicrograph of a coronal section through the Acb double-stained for the tracer BDA and the calcium-binding protein calbindin-D~28 kDa~ to reveal the Acb shell and core subregions and its compartments and to show the location of the neuron in the Acb core. **b** High power photomicrograph showing the neuron and its relationship with the adjacent patch compartments. The area enclosed by the *large rectangle* is shown at higher magnification in the *right-hand corner inset*; note the high density of dendritic spines. Note also that this dendritic branch is located within the patch compartment. The area enclosed by the *small rectangle* is shown at higher magnification in the *left-hand corner inset*; note the labeled varicose fiber. **c** Two-dimensional reconstruction of the neuron illustrating the orientation and distribution of its dendrites (in *black*) and recurrent axon collaterals (in *red*). The 2D reconstruction shows that the dendritic arbors of the neuron extend in dorsal-medial to ventral-lateral direction. Note that the axonal network arborizes within the adjacent patch compartment (*arrowhead* in **b,c**). The *arrow* indicates the main axon leaving the Acb. Abbreviations: *ac* anterior commissure, *AcbC* nucleus accumbens core, *AcbSh* nucleus accumbens shell, *LV* lateral ventricle, *vCPu* ventral caudate-putamen. *Scale bar* in **a** = 250 μm, *scale bar* in **b** = 50 μm, *scale bar* in *right-hand corner inset* = 10 μm and *scale bar* in *left-hand corner inset* = 5 μmFig. 8Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of the dendritic arborizations of a single MSN in the Acb core subregion in close vicinity to a patch compartment. **a**, **b** The neuron (neuron 4L-III) is located adjacent to a patch compartment (*gray*) in the rostromedial part of the core subregion of the Acb. Note that its dendrites arborize along the curvatures of the patch compartment and that the dendritic arbors do not cross the border between the patch and matrix. *Scale bar* in **a** = 100 μmFig. 9Photomicrographs and 3D reconstruction of two MSN (two neurons labeled as 7L-I) in a patch compartment of the rostromedial part of the core subregion of the Acb in a horizontal section through the Acb, double-stained for the tracer neurobiotin and the calcium-binding protein calbindin-D~28 kDa~ to reveal the shell and core subregions and its compartments. **a** Low power photomicrograph showing the location of the neurons in a patch compartment. **b** High power photomicrograph of the two neurons, note the high density of dendritic spines. **c** 3D-reconstruction of one of the neurons illustrating the distribution of its dendrites (*yellow*) and local axon collaterals (*orange*), as well as its relationship with the patch compartment. The *arrow* indicates the main axon leaving the Acb. Note that the dendritic arbors of the neuron extend parallel to and away from the border of the matrix compartment. Abbreviations: *AcbC* nucleus accumbens core, *AcbSh* nucleus accumbens shell. *Scale bar* in **a** = 150 μm, *scale bar* in **b** = 50 μm and *scale bar* in **c** = 100 μmFig. 10Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of a single MSN in the Acb shell subregion with a dorsal-medial-rostral to ventral-lateral-caudal dendritic orientation. **a** The neuron (neuron 6) is located in the caudomedial part of the shell subregion of the Acb and examined from a dorsal view in **a**, **b** and a rostral view in **c**. In *blue* is indicated the contour of the Acb shell. **b** A zoomed view of the 3D-reconstruction of the neuron shown in **a**. **c** The 3D-reconstruction illustrates that the dendrites of the neuron are oriented from dorsal-medial-rostral to ventral-lateral-caudal. Abbreviations: *AcbC* nucleus accumbens core, *AcbSh* nucleus accumbens shell. *Scale bar* in **a** = 100 μm

Nucleus accumbens shell: location and geometrical aspects of injected neurons {#Sec22}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Location {#Sec23}

Twenty-one MSN were injected in the shell. The majority of MSN were located in the medial part of the nucleus, two of these MSN being located along the shell-core boundary (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

***Geometrical aspects of injected neurons*** Like in the Acb core, the dimensions of the dendritic arborizations of the MSN are not equal in all three dimensions, such that the geometry of the dendrites of all individual neurons showed a flattened shape and, therefore, showed a preferred orientation (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Unlike the Acb core, the dendritic orientations of MSN in the Acb shell are more homogeneous. Considering the orientation in coronal plane, it appeared that 12 MSN showed a dendritic orientation in dorsal--medial to ventral--lateral direction, while four MSN showed a preference for the dorsal--lateral to ventral--medial direction. The remaining five MSN do not fit into these two larger categories and showed different dendritic orientations. Figure [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} illustrates an individual MSN located in the medial shell showing a dorsal--medial to ventral--lateral dendritic orientation.Like in the Acb core, the specific geometry of the dendritic arborizations of MSN was profoundly influenced by the proximity of the shell-core boundary (Figs. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, as illustrated in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}, the geometry of the dendritic arborizations of neuron 5-V is strongly asymmetric, such that the dendrites were mainly oriented parallel to and away from the boundary of shell and core, without dendrites crossing this boundary. Such features could also be observed following small BDA injections (case 03091) that labeled a cluster of MSN in close vicinity of the shell-core border (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c, d). Fig. 11Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of a single MSN in the Acb shell subregion in close vicinity to the shell-core boundary. **a** The neuron, (neuron 5-V) is located in the rostromedial part of the shell subregion of the Acb, along the shell-core boundary at a range of approximately 60 μm from the shell-core border. In *blue* is indicated the contour of the Acb shell. **b** Polar histogram of the dendritic orientation (in *gray*). The polar histogram shows that the dendrites extend in rostral-medial and caudal-medial direction. **c** A zoomed view of the 3D-reconstruction of the neuron shown in **a**. Note that the dendritic arbors extend parallel to and away from the shell-core boundary. Abbreviations: *AcbC* nucleus accumbens core, *AcbSh* nucleus accumbens shell. *Scale bar* in **a** = 100 μm

The distribution of the local axon collaterals of MSN in relation to the geometry of the dendrites {#Sec25}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The recurrent axon collaterals of MSN in both the Acb shell and core subregions terminated within and outside the dendritic field of their parent neuron. Among the population of MSN examined, a considerable variability was observed in the extension of the axon collaterals. Most likely, such variability was not due to the limitations of the injection or staining procedure, because in all the selected cases the axon collaterals were strongly stained suggesting adequate filling. In addition, in most cases the main axon could be followed over several millimeters into the ventral pallidum and beyond (see Table 1 in Van Dongen et al. [@CR55]), indicating that the animal survival time was long enough to label axons over distances greater than the length of intra-accumbens collaterals. Therefore, the observed differences in the extension of the axon collaterals most likely reflected an existing structural variability in the local axonal network of Acb MSN.

### Nucleus accumbens core {#Sec26}

Eight MSN located in the medial Acb core were sufficiently labeled to allow full reconstruction of their axon. Several patterns of the distribution of the local axon collaterals in relation to the dendrites were observed. The dendrites and recurrent axon collaterals showed either full (neuron 1), partial (neurons 9-I, 7R-I, 14L-I and 10R-I) or no overlap (neurons 5-I and 7L-I). The axon collaterals of neuron 5-I showed a widely distributed network extending away from the cell body up to 1 mm away from the cell of origin (Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}). Two MSN with a largely overlapping distribution of dendrites and local axon collaterals, but with a difference in the extension of their axon collaterals, are illustrated in Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}. Neuron 7R-I shows an example of a local axonal network that extended into the adjacent subregion, i.e., the rostral pole. As can be seen in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}, three axonal branches traversed the border between the shell and core (cf also Van Dongen et al. [@CR55]). Additionally, a single BDA-injected MSN (neuron 03091) forms an example of a local axonal network that extended to an adjacent compartment (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This neuron was closely related to a nearby located patch compartment (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a, b). Interestingly, two axonal branches of this matrix neuron traversed the border with the patch to enter this compartment (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c). Fig. 12Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of a single MSN in the Acb core subregion with a widespread distribution of local axon collaterals and lack of overlap between its dendrites and recurrent axon collaterals. **a** The neuron (neuron 5-I) is located in the rostromedial part of the core subregion of the Acb. In *blue* is indicated the contour of the Acb shell. Note the lack of overlap between dendrites and local axon collaterals and the widespread distribution of its axonal network. **b** A zoomed view of the 3D-reconstruction of the neuron shown in **a**. The *arrow* indicates the main axon leaving the Acb. Abbreviations: *AcbC* nucleus accumbens core, *AcbSh* nucleus accumbens shell. *Scale bar* is 100 μmFig. 13Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of a single MSN in the Acb core subregion with local axon collaterals that cross the shell-core boundary. **a** The neuron (neuron 7R-I) is located in the rostromedial part of the core subregion of the Acb. In *blue* is indicated the contour of the Acb shell. Note that some of the local axon collaterals cross the shell-core boundary and extend into the rostral pole. **b** A zoomed view of the 3D-reconstruction of the neuron shown in **a**. The *arrow* indicates the main axon leaving the Acb. Abbreviations: *AcbC* nucleus accumbens core, *AcbSh* nucleus accumbens shell. *Scale bar* is 100 μm

### Nucleus accumbens shell {#Sec27}

In the shell, the dendrites and recurrent axon collaterals of all 11 reconstructed MSN showed a partial overlap of dendrites and axonal collaterals. Interestingly, in most cases the axon collaterals tended to extend rostrally beyond the reach of the dendrites. A representative neuron (neuron 4L-II) is illustrated in Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 14Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of a single MSN in the Acb shell subregion with a rostralward extension of local axon collaterals and partial overlap between its dendrites and recurrent axon collaterals. **a** The neuron (neuron 4L-II) is located in the rostromedial part of the shell subregion of the Acb. In *blue* is indicated the contour of the Acb shell. Note that the axodendritic morphology (in *yellow* the dendrites and in *orange* the local axon collaterals) shows a partial overlap between the dendritic and axonal field and in addition a rostralward extension of some of its local axon collaterals. **b** A zoomed view of the 3D-reconstruction of the neuron shown in **a**. The *arrow* indicates the main axon leaving the Acb. Abbreviations: *AcbC* nucleus accumbens core, *AcbSh* nucleus accumbens shell. *Scale bar* is 100 μm

Discussion {#Sec28}
==========

This study provides the first analysis of the spatial organization of both the dendritic and axonal arborizations of MSN in the shell and core subregions of the rat Acb. Our principal finding is that the dendritic arborizations of MSN in both the Acb shell and core subregions are preferentially oriented, i.e., they are flattened in at least one of the 3D-planes. Moreover, the data show that the orientations of dendritic arborizations of MSN in the Acb are influenced by the shell-core boundary, and they confirm earlier observations that the dendritic arborizations conform to compartmental (patch-matrix) boundaries (e.g., Gerfen et al. [@CR19]; Bolam et al. [@CR6]; Kawaguchi et al. [@CR32]; Arts and Groenewegen [@CR1]; Meredith et al. [@CR38]). Thus, in the Acb shell, the dendrites of MSN situated close to the shell-core boundary are oriented parallel to or away from the border but they do not cross the border. The majority of MSN in the shell have dendritic arborizations that have a rostral--medial--dorsal to caudal--lateral--ventral orientation. In the Acb core, the dendritic arborizations of MSN likewise respect the shell-core border as well as patch-matrix boundaries. The preferred orientations of the dendrites of MSN in the core are more varied when compared to the Acb shell and the rest of the striatum. Unlike the dendrites, recurrent axon collaterals of MSN were observed to cross subregional (shell-core) and compartmental (patch-matrix) boundaries. Our data also show that different degrees of overlap exist between dendritic and axonal arborizations of individual MSN, including full, partial or no overlap. This suggests various ways of communication between MSN in the ventral striatum.

Meredith et al. ([@CR38]) found significant morphological differences between projection neurons in the shell and core, and patch and matrix compartments therein, on the basis of dendritic length, number of primary dendrites and spine density. Since we were primarily interested in the 3D geometry of dendritic and recurrent axonal arborizations in relationship to subregional and compartmental boundaries, we have no direct quantitative data to compare with the study of Meredith et al. ([@CR38]). However, on the basis of qualitative observations we agree with their conclusion that the spine density in the shell is lower than that in the core. The parameter we compared quantitatively between shell and core neurons, i.e., the degree of overlap between the dendritic and axonal arborizations, did not show significant differences between neurons in these two subregions of the Acb.

Spatial organization and orientation of dendritic arborizations of MSN {#Sec29}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

It has been shown previously, both in the dorsal (Gerfen et al. [@CR19]; Penny et al. [@CR44]; Bolam et al. [@CR6]; Kawaguchi et al. [@CR32]; Yelnik et al. [@CR63]; Onn et al. [@CR41]) and ventral striatum (Arts and Groenewegen [@CR1]), that the geometry of the dendritic arborizations of MSN is influenced or limited by the borders between striatal compartments, i.e., the boundaries between patch and matrix. Our present observations in the core of the Acb confirm these findings, indicating that the dendrites of MSN remain within the compartment in which their parent cell body is located. This neuronal architecture supports the generally held view, primarily based on immunohistochemical and connectional data, that the patch and matrix form two largely segregated information processing compartments within the striatum (for reviews see Graybiel [@CR22]; Gerfen [@CR20]). However, the present study extends these observations by showing that MSN in either of these two larger subregions of the Acb, i.e., the shell and core, likewise retain their dendrites within the subregion in which the cell body resides. Like the dendrites of neuronal cell bodies that lie close to the border between patch and matrix, the dendrites of MSN in close proximity of the shell-core boundary tend to run in parallel to or are oriented away from this boundary. For neurons situated close to the boundary, this results in a very asymmetric and in some cases strongly flattened shape of the dendritic arborizations. The fact that the dendrites of MSN in shell or core do not cross the border between these two subregions of the Acb supports the notion that the shell and core constitute two morphologically and functionally largely segregated 'compartments' of the Acb. The distinction between shell and core on the basis of (immuno)histochemical and connectional criteria has been described extensively since its recognition by Zaborszky and colleagues ([@CR64]; for reviews, see Groenewegen et al. [@CR25], [@CR26]; Zahm [@CR65]). Likewise, the functional differentiation between shell and core has received extensive coverage in the literature (for reviews, see Cardinal et al. [@CR7]; Di Chiara [@CR14]; Kelley [@CR34]). Our present findings suggest that it is unlikely that MSN in either Acb subregion are able to pick up information from incoming fibers in the adjacent subregion. This supports the idea of parallel and independent processing of information in both the shell and the core to be transmitted to their respective segregated target areas in the basal forebrain, diencephalon and mesencephalon (Groenewegen et al. [@CR25], [@CR26]). As will be discussed below, recurrent axon collaterals of MSN in either core or shell might cross the border between the two subregions or the compartments therein and yet in this way providing a way of mutual influences at the striatal level (see also Van Dongen et al. [@CR55]).

Apart from the direct influence of compartmental or subregional boundaries on the orientation and geometry of the dendritic arborizations of MSN that are situated in close proximity to such boundaries, the 3D reconstructions of most of the injected MSN in the present study show that the dendritic fields of MSN are flattened and that they show a preferred orientation. In the shell subregion, more than half of the neurons have a dendritic field that is preferentially oriented from rostral--dorsal--medial to caudal--ventral--lateral. Another, less numerous population of MSN shows a preferred orientation from dorsolateral to ventromedial. In the core the preferred orientations appear to be more heterogeneous with about one-third having an orientation from dorsomedial to ventrolateral, one-third from dorsolateral to ventromedial and the remaining neurons with a variety of orientations. It must be emphasized that the majority of neurons we injected in the shell are located in the medial part. In this part of the shell the afferent fibers from the ventral hippocampus enter, through the lateral septum, from a dorsal and medial position to run in ventral, lateral and rostral directions (Groenewegen et al. [@CR23]). The amygdaloid afferents from the magnocellar basal amygdaloid nucleus enter the medial shell, through the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, from caudal, medial and dorsal and run in rostral, lateral and ventral directions (Wright et al. [@CR62]). Afferents from the ventral prelimbic and infralimbic areas enter the medial shell from rostral and run in caudal direction oriented more or less in a dorsal--medial to ventral--lateral direction (Berendse et al. [@CR3]). In other words, the preferred orientation of the dendritic arborizations is more or less in parallel with the main afferent inputs of the medial shell of the Acb. This might be interpreted such that the dendrites of these neurons pick up information from a relatively restricted set of afferent fibers that make a maximal traverse through the dendritic arbors of individual neurons. Such an arrangement may lead to more contacts from a restricted afferent source, i.e., a form of convergence, as compared to the situation for the smaller population of MSN with a preferred dendritic arborization from dorsolateral to ventromedial. These dendritic fields tend to be oriented more or less perpendicular to the main stream of incoming fibers, and such an arrangement could result in fewer contacts with individual neurons but also with a larger number of neurons, i.e., a form of divergence. Convergence of inputs from different afferent sources onto single MSN in the shell of the Acb has been shown with both anatomical and electrophysiological methods for hippocampal and amygdaloid inputs (Mulder et al. [@CR40]; French and Totterdell [@CR18]) and anatomically for hippocampal and prefrontal fibers (French and Totterdell [@CR17]). Whether the earlier mentioned differences in arrangement of incoming fibers versus orientations of dendritic arborizations make a real difference with respect to the number of contacts being made by single axons from hippocampal or amygdaloid origin with individual MSN in the medial shell remains to be established.

Within the core of the Acb the preferred orientations of dendritic arborizations of MSN show more variations. This might well be related to the less ordered input into this part of the ventral striatum and the complex 3D curvature of the shell-core boundary. Thus, although more dorsal parts of the core merge with the caudate--putamen complex and contains the typical patch-matrix structure and orientation of the dorsal striatum, the more ventral, lateral and rostral parts of the core are closely associated with the ventral and lateral shell, and the rostral shell (rostral pole) that curve around the core subregion. Although the orientation of afferent fiber systems in the caudate--putamen complex and the dorsal core is from dorsomedial to ventrolateral (cf. Berendse and Groenewegen [@CR2]; Berendse et al. [@CR3]; Wright et al. [@CR62]; Voorn et al. [@CR59]), the orientation of afferents to the ventral and rostral parts of the core is less well ordered.

In the head of the primate caudate nucleus, Walker et al. ([@CR60]) have shown that there exists a predominant dorsomedial to ventrolateral orientation of the dendritic arborizations of MSN, an orientation that parallels the main orientation of the striosomes in this part of the striatum. Desban et al. ([@CR13]) have demonstrated that the architecture of the patch network in the rat caudate--putamen likewise exhibits an overall dorsomedial to ventrolateral orientation. However, our results reveal that the preferred dendritic orientation of only a minority of the MSN in the Acb core conforms to this orientation. This might well be related to a somewhat more complex spatial orientation of the compartments and, as discussed above, a less ordered organization of afferents in this part of the striatum.

Relationships of MSN recurrent axon collaterals with subregional and compartmental boundaries and with the dendritic arborizations {#Sec30}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While there are quite some studies describing the morphology of the dendrites and the 3D-geometry of the dendritic arborizations of MSN in the striatum, it has clearly been more difficult to fill the very delicate recurrent collateral, intrastriatal axonal ramifications of these neurons. In the present study, in slightly more than half of the neurons that were juxtacellularly injected, both dendrites and axons were sufficiently filled to allow adequate visualization of these fine intrastriatal axons. For the majority of these neurons the main axon exiting the striatum and terminating in the ventral pallidum or ventral mesencephalon could be identified (see also Van Dongen et al. [@CR55]), indicating the adequacy of the labeling procedure. The present study reveals two interesting aspects concerning the recurrent axon collateral network of MSN in the ventral striatum. First, in contrast to the dendrites of MSN, recurrent axon collaterals of these neurons may cross subregional (shell-core) or compartmental (patch-matrix) boundaries in the ventral striatum and in this way interconnect these functionally different subregions or compartments. Indications for patch-matrix communication on the basis of axon collaterals of the MSN projection neurons have been very sparse until now. Kawaguchi et al. ([@CR32]), on the basis of intracellular injections of biocytin in in vitro slices of the dorsal striatum, concluded that both dendrites and axons of MSN respect the boundaries between patch and matrix. While Onn et al. ([@CR41]), using in vivo intracellular labeling, describe main projection axons of MSN located in the matrix of the dorsal striatum that cross patches on their way to the pallidum, these authors explicitly state that these axons do not show terminations in these patches. In a previous study from this laboratory, using intracellular injections of Lucifer Yellow in lightly fixed slices of the ventral striatum, a single MSN in the matrix could be identified that had extensive axon collaterals in the adjacent patch compartment (Arts and Groenewegen [@CR1]). The results of the present study confirm these observations in showing that in the core of the Acb axons of labeled MSN may enter and terminate in a nearby patch. It must be emphasized, however, that intercompartmental connections on the basis of MSN projections are scarce and intercompartmental connections might be more prominent for interneurons with long axon collaterals, such as cholinergic (Meredith et al. [@CR37]; Kawaguchi [@CR31]) and somatostatin interneurons (Chesselet and Graybiel [@CR9]). The axons of the large aspiny cholinergic interneurons, however, tend to respect compartmental boundaries (Meredith et al. [@CR37]; Kawaguchi [@CR31]). This has been established most directly with intracellular labeling of individual neurons in the dorsal striatum (Kawaguchi [@CR31]). With immunohistochemical studies, Chesselet and Graybiel ([@CR9]) have demonstrated that somatostatin interneurons might cross compartmental boundaries. The parvalbumin and calretinin interneurons may also be involved in patch-matrix intercommunication, as demonstrated by immunohistochemical studies (Cowan et al. [@CR10]; Fortin and Parent [@CR16]). As discussed previously (Van Dongen et al. [@CR55]), MSN recurrent axon collaterals might also be the substrate for communication between shell and core of the Acb. Although these projections are bidirectional, as also shown in the present study, there appears to be dominance for core-to-shell projections when the results of larger tracer injections are taken into account.

The second interesting aspect revealed in the present study concerns the distribution of the recurrent axonal network in relationship to the dendritic arborizations of the same striatal projection neuron. Principally, three patterns were distinguished: (1) MSN with a distribution of axon collaterals largely falling within the space of the dendritic distribution ('full overlap'); (2) MSN with axonal collaterals extending beyond the reaches of the dendritic arborizations, but with a considerable degree of overlap ('partial overlap'); (3) MSN with recurrent axon collaterals occupying a 3D-space that showed no or only minimal overlap with the dendrites of the same neuron (no overlap). In the shell subregion, all injected neurons belonged to the second category, indicating that the axon collaterals of MSN in this part of the Acb in principle reach other shell neurons primarily within but also beyond the 'receptive' sphere of their dendrites. In the core subregion, neurons of all three categories were identified. One neuron with no overlap between dendrites and axon collaterals exhibited a widely distributed axonal network extending up to 1 mm away from the parent cell body. In particular, the findings in the core are largely in agreement with those of earlier studies in the dorsal striatum. Both Bishop et al. ([@CR4]) and Kawaguchi et al. ([@CR33]) distinguished two categories of striatal projection neurons. One category consists of neurons with axons that are largely overlapping the dendritic field of the same neuron. Within this category several subtypes were described on the basis of their extrinsic projections to pallidal and mesencephalic targets. A second category consists of neurons with axons that have a wide distribution of their axon collaterals, up to 1--2 mm within the striatum, and that do not project beyond the pallidum (Kawaguchi et al. [@CR33]). Like in our sample, neurons in the latter category were far less numerous than MSN with short-range recurrent axonal fields. Whether MSN with longer ranging axon collaterals exist within the Acb shell remains uncertain; the present sample of juxtacellulary filled neurons does not include neurons of that category. Nevertheless, it has been suggested on the basis of 'classical' small tracer injections that the shell has more extensive and wide-ranging associative intrastriatal projections than the core and the rest of the striatum (Heimer et al. [@CR27]; Van Dongen et al. [@CR55]). However, whether such long-range intrastriatal projections are established by recurrent collaterals from MSN or axons of interneurons cannot be concluded on the basis of the present results.

Intrastriatal communication: interactions between MSN? {#Sec31}
------------------------------------------------------

Medium-sized spiny projection neurons are the most prevalent neuronal cell type in both the dorsal and ventral striatum, by far outnumbering the smaller and heterogeneous population of striatal interneurons. MSN with their extensive 'receptive' surface in the form of dendrites and spines, represent the neuronal substrate *par excellence* for the integration of information from functionally different cortical areas, limbic structures, and midline and intralaminar thalamic nuclei in the striatum. These inputs arrive mainly on the heads of the dendritic spines of MSN while the transfer of this information, that is excitatory in nature, can be modulated by dopaminergic inputs and contacts from striatal interneurons. Dopaminergic fibers make contact on the neck of the spines or on the dendritic shafts while the terminals of cholinergic and GABAergic interneurons are positioned more proximally on dendritic shafts and the perikaryon of the MSN (reviews, e.g., Smith and Bolam [@CR50]; Gerfen [@CR20]; Tepper et al. [@CR53]). As discussed above, it has long been known that MSN have an extensive local recurrent collateral axonal network (Ramón y Cajal [@CR48]; Preston et al. [@CR47]; Bishop et al. [@CR4]; Chang and Kitai [@CR8]) and on the basis of ultrastructural studies, it has been demonstrated that these axons make inhibitory synaptic contacts on the dendritic shafts of neighboring MSN (e.g., Bolam and Izzo [@CR5]; Meredith et al. [@CR39]; Tunstall et al. [@CR54]). Thus, the inhibitory inputs from spatially closely related MSN appear to be in a strategic position on the dendrites of an MSN to influence the transfer of information from the dendrites to the cell body. While it has been notoriously difficult to show functional synaptic contacts between MSN with electrophysiological methods (e.g., Jaeger et al. [@CR28]; see also Tepper et al. [@CR53]), several recent studies have confirmed their functional existence in both the dorsal (Tunstall et al. [@CR54]; Czubayko and Plenz [@CR11]; Venance et al. [@CR57]) and ventral striatum (Taverna et al. [@CR51]). Taverna et al. ([@CR51]), using dual whole cell patch-clamp recordings in acute slices of the Acb, showed that no less than 34% of the patched pairs of MSN had synaptic connections, most of them uni-directionally. It could further be shown that the connections between MSN exhibit various forms of short-term synaptic plasticity and that the functional connectivity can be modulated by dopamine (Taverna et al. [@CR51], [@CR52]; also Czubayko and Plenz [@CR11]).

Striatal interneurons, including the fast-spiking GABAergic interneurons, are known to contact MSN and play an important role in modulating their output (for review see Tepper et al. [@CR53]). There are no electrophysiological data about possible connections from MSN to these interneurons. Theoretically such connections would have an influence over a wider striatal area than the interconnections between MSN because interneurons have a much more extensive axonal network than MSN. However, because little is known about MSN to interneuron projections, we concentrate our further discussion on the possible functional aspects of interactions between MSN.

In theories of striatal functioning, synaptic connections between MSN have been interpreted as being important for striatal learning and selection mechanisms through lateral inhibitory processes. Lateral inhibition between MSN is thought to play a role in the interactions between collections or 'ensembles' of neurons that are influenced by different sets of cortical inputs and code for competing outputs of the striatum (e.g., Pennartz et al. [@CR43]; Plenz [@CR46]; Tepper et al. [@CR53]). In this way, lateral inhibition between MSN would support a 'winner take all' mechanism in the selection of striatal outputs. Recent insights into the role of an important class of inhibitory striatal interneurons, i.e., the fast-spiking GABAergic interneurons that are driven by excitatory cortical inputs and have a much more powerful inhibitory influence on MSN than recurrent collaterals of MSN themselves, have again questioned the significance of MSN--MSN interactions (Tepper et al. [@CR53]). However, as argued by Plenz ([@CR46]), the inhibitory mechanisms of fast-spiking interneurons and collateral connections between MSN could both play a distinctive role in the striatal network dynamics that underlie timing and selection of cortical information that is processed through the basal ganglia circuitry. Thus, even though the direct electrophysiological effect of MSN inputs on adjacent neurons might not be as strong, the consistent findings that these MSN--MSN connections exhibit several forms of short-term plasticity and are influenced by dopamine suggests a role for such interactions at the striatal microcircuit level (Taverna et al. [@CR51], [@CR52]; also Czubayko and Plenz [@CR11]), a role that has to be still further explored.

In further considering the functional role of connections between MSN, the results of the present study with respect to the distribution of recurrent axon collaterals of MSN in the ventral striatum should be taken into account. First, most theoretical models depart from the assumption that the geometry of the axonal arborizations of MSN largely concurs with the dendritic geometry of the parent cell body. Our study, in agreement with Kawaguchi et al. ([@CR33]), shows that such congruence is not always the case and that there exist MSN with long-range axonal terminations and several forms of nonoverlapping axonal and dendritic arborizations. This could imply that such recurrent axon collaterals connect functionally different sets of MSN and provide a way of interaction or competition between such populations of neurons. Important in this context is the demonstration of directionality in the intrastriatal connections as described in our previous study (Van Dongen et al. [@CR55]) and confirmed in the present study at the single cell level. Second, our findings of recurrent axon collaterals of MSN that cross the patch-matrix and the shell-core borders emphasize and strengthen the idea that such collaterals play a role in the interaction between functionally different compartments or 'ensembles' of neurons (cf also Pennartz et al. [@CR43]; Van Dongen et al. [@CR55]).
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The anterograde tracer injections and the single-cell juxtacellular injections were performed in two different laboratories; minor differences in the surgical and staining procedures are the result of different traditions in these laboratories, rather than that they represent as essentially different steps in the protocols.
